
is a popular launching point and avoids the shallower 
section just upstream of the bridges.

Further from the river, Dinwoodie toll house is the 
best surviving example on the road by Telford, with 
attractive quatrefoil piercing through the chimney. 
Dinwoodie Green milestone is one of the few 
remaining in whinstone with a cast iron plate.

Martins, oystercatchers and shelducks are seen 
around the river, the stony bed of which is firm 
enough for tractors to ford it in places.

More antiquities follow, a tower by the river and a 
settlement site and moat further away. Millhousebridge 
has no sign of a mill or of a weir which might be 

expected to accompany it. A canoe stored beside it 
must be used for one way trips as the current and 
occasional rapids would prevent anything else. 
Applegarthtown is reached with Kinnel Water, where 
there are the remains of a meander. There is another 
at Halleaths before the confluence with Dryfe Water, 
leaving the loop as an island. The area of flat water 
next to it is popular with wagtails, egrets, greylag geese 
and blackbacked and other gulls. Dryfe Water passes a 
fort site at Dryfesdalegate, itself not far from a Roman 
camp site. Also by Dryfe Water and visible from the 
Annan is Steven’s Croft biomass power station burning 
60% of timber waste and 20% each of coppiced wood 
and recycled fibre to produce 44MW of electricity.

Lochmaben was the seat of the Bruces, in Reiver 
territory. Lochmaben Castle is on the edge of Castle 
Loch, now designated as a bird reserve and large 
enough to have sailing boats.

A large Arla creamery is by the right bank of the 
river where a railway formerly crossed, its brick piers 
standing in the river.

The land on the left rises to a wood containing 
a cemetery including a garden of remembrance for 
the 1988 Lockerbie bomb victims. While 11 people 
were on the ground, most of the 270 killed were 
on a Pan-Am flight blown up by Arab terrorists, the 
worst ever atrocity in Britain. Most would have been 
Americans heading home for Christmas and included 
several peacekeepers. Pan-Am itself did not survive the 
disaster.

This guide takes a break at the A709 at Shillahill. It is 
possible to load a car in a gateway near the northwest 
corner of the multi arched bridge but it is marked 
as no parking, probably OK while attended. There is 
parking 400m from the river at the end of a minor 
road although portaging along the A709 is not pleasant 
and other possibilities may prove better.

FACT FILE

Distance
From Moffat to Shillahill is 26km

Transport
Public transport is unhelpful

Campsites
There are campsites 400m away at Moffat, 

1km and 2km away at Beattock, 600m away at 

Dunwoodie Mains, 2km away at Lochmaben 

and 700m away at Halleaths
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78 Nithsdale & Annandale The A709 bridge at Shillahill.

Lockerbie’s garden of remembrance.

The end of the truncated meander at Halleaths with the Arla creamery beyond.
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